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Definition of internet access service (IAS)

Art. 2
•

“ […] ‘internet access service’ means a publicly available electronic
communications service that provides access to the internet, and thereby
connectivity to virtually all end points of the internet, irrespective of
the network technology and terminal equipment used.”
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Traffic management (TM)
Art. 3(3)
•

“Providers of internet access services shall treat all traffic equally, when providing
internet access services, without discrimination, restriction or interference, and
irrespective of the sender and receiver, the content accessed or distributed, the
applications or services used or provided, or the terminal equipment used.

•

The first subparagraph shall not prevent providers of internet access services from
implementing reasonable traffic management measures. In order to be deemed to be
reasonable, such measures shall be transparent, non-discriminatory and
proportionate, and shall not be based on commercial considerations but on objectively
different technical quality of service requirements of specific categories of traffic.
Such measures shall not monitor the specific content and shall not be maintained for
longer than necessary.

•

Providers of internet access services shall not engage in traffic management measures
going beyond those set out in the second subparagraph, and in particular shall not block,
slow down, alter, restrict, interfere with, degrade or discriminate between specific content,
applications or services, or specific categories thereof, except as necessary, and only for
as long as necessary, in order to: […] (c) prevent impending network congestion and
mitigate the effects of exceptional or temporary network congestion, provided that
equivalent categories of traffic are treated equally”.
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“Specialised services” (SpS or SoIAS)
Art. 3(5)
•

“Providers of electronic communications to the public, including providers of
internet access services, and providers of content, applications and services
shall be free to offer services other than internet access services which
are optimised for specific content, applications or services, or a combination
thereof, where the optimisation is necessary in order to meet
requirements of the content, applications or services for a specific
level of quality.

•

Providers of electronic communications to the public, including providers of
internet access services, may offer or facilitate such services only if the
network capacity is sufficient to provide them in addition to any
internet access services provided. Such services shall not be usable or
offered as a replacement for internet access services, and shall not be
to the detriment of the availability or general quality of internet access
services for end-users.”
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BEREC Guidelines (2016) on SpS
• NRAs should verify if optimised delivery is objectively necessary to
satisfy specific and key requirements of the applications and to
ensure a corresponding quality to end-users.
– Does a SoIAS require a level of quality that cannot be assured over a IAS?

• Typical examples of SpS:
– VoLTE and linear broadcasting IPTV with specific QoS requirements.

• Evolution of IAS and SpS:
– improvement of the general standard of IAS could make optimised delivery no
longer objectively necessary
– a service qualified as SpS today may not necessarily qualify as SpS in the future
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BEREC Guidelines (2016) on SpS
•

NRAs should assess whether ISPs have ensured sufficient network
capacity for both any IAS offers provided over the infrastructure and for
SpS, e.g. by measuring IAS quality with and without SpS in the short
and long terms
– Does the provision of SpS reduce general IAS quality (e.g. DL/UL speeds, delay, jitter,
packet loss)?
– No detriment of the general IAS quality in case of normal small-scale temporal
network fluctuation
• especially in mobile networks, where the aggregate negative impact of SpS is
unavoidable, minimal and limited to a short duration due to the variability of the traffic
volume in a given cell

•

NRAs should intervene if persistent decreases in IAS performance are
detected.

•

In deciding whether a SpS is considered as a replacement for an IAS,
NRAs should assess whether the service is actually providing access to
the internet but in a restricted way, at a higher quality, or with
differentiated TM (thus circumventing the Regulation).
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5G use cases
The three high level 5G use case categories
Enhanced Mobile Broadband
Gigabytes in a second
3D video, UHD screens
Work and play in the cloud
Smart Home/Building
Augmented reality
Industry automation
Mission critical application,
e.g. e-health

Voice
Smart City

Self Driving Car

Future IMT
Source: ITU-R M.2083

Massive Machine Type
Communications

Ultra-reliable and Low Latency
Communications
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5G requirements
The new 5G networks will
have to meet the needs of
all the new use cases:
•

IoT, including M2M
communications

•

so-called critical services,
including reliable and low
latency applications

•

the main vertical sectors (cd
verticals), such as cars and
transport, manufacturing
and industry, media &
entertainment, health, food
and agriculture, etc.

Source: 5G Infrastructure Association, 2015
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5G for verticals
Technical requirements of some of the main verticals

Source: 5G Infrastructure Association, 5G Empowering vertical industries
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5G: NFV and SDN
The implementation of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and SoftwareDefined Networking (SDN) allow to realize the so-called ”network softwarization”
→ agile and flexible resource allocation and service deployment

Source: Orange Labs, 2017
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5G network slicing

Source: NGNM, 2015
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5G network slicing
Servers, databases, transport and radio nodes are configured to create an
optmised network for each 5G use case

Source: GSMA and ETNO
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What about IAS and SpS in the 5G context?
1. Multiple IAS with
different TM settings in
one network

2. QoS differentiation
within IAS
3. Local access to the
internet
4. Public and private
services and associated
networks
5. Objective need for
optimisation in SpS
6. Impact of SpS on IASs

7. SpS and connections to
the internet
8. Connectivity to a
limited number of
internet end points
(sub-IAS)
9. Access control

Source: TNO, 2018
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Some potential issues raised from stakeholders
5G needs legal certainty to enable investment and innovation. Hence, the focus of BEREC
and NRAs should be on removing uncertainty from the Guidelines, thus ensuring a
consistent and innovation-friendly application of the Regulation. This would allow
network operators to benefit from “permission-less innovation” and investmentconducive environment.

•

The test of necessity for SpS should be based on the objective needs of the service and
consequently the service provider, which are varied.

•

BEREC GL introduce unnecessary additional criteria and requirements in the assessment of
innovative services, like IoT or VR, and should be aligned with the Regulation, which sets out
the requirements on IAS and allows operators to offer SoIAS subject to not impairing IAS.

•

Uncertainty about regulatory approval for QoS differentiation negatively affects end-user choice
and investments. The goal of the OI Regulation is to protect IAS, then over prescriptive and
detailed assessments of every SoIAS are not needed as long as the impairment rule is met.

•

BEREC GL must not cause the operators to reserve capacity for SoIAS in inefficient ways but
instead encourage dynamic sharing of resources across network slices where this leads to
increased efficiency in the use of the network and better overall quality for all end-users.
Source: GSMA and ETNO
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BEREC Opinion (2018) for the evaluation of the application
of Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 and the BEREC NN GL

According to the principle of technological neutrality (rec. 2 of the
Regulation), “BEREC considers that addressing specific technologies in
the Guidelines is not appropriate.“
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BEREC Opinion (2018) for the evaluation of the application
of Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 and the BEREC NN GL
•

“BEREC will seek to further clarify in the NN Guidelines that providing different QoS
classes for different IAS subscriptions can be done in line with the Regulation, taking
into account in particular requirements regarding application-agnosticism, quality of
service, proportionality and transparency.”

•

“BEREC will consider providing further clarifications in the NN Guidelines regarding the
duration of traffic management measures.”

•

“BEREC will consider providing further clarifications in the NN Guidelines regarding the
conditions that have to be met in order for a service to be characterised as a
specialised service, subject to a case-by-case assessment.”

•

“BEREC will seek to further clarify in the Guidelines the relationship between
specialised services and internet access services.”

•

“BEREC will, as a mid-term goal, seek to leverage the NN Measurement tool to further
develop the measurement methodology regarding measuring of the general quality
of internet access services.”
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The Report of the European Commission
•

In general, from the assessment of the first 2,5
years of implementation the EC concludes that
the Regulation’s principles are appropriate in
light of the development of the market and
effective in protecting end-users and promoting
the internet as an engine of innovation

On 5G network slicing and
the TM provisions of art. 3(3)
•

The principles-based set of rules of
the OI Regulation may be applied
to the predictable development of
new technologies and services,
provided they remain consistent
with the OI ecosystem.
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The Report of the European Commission
On technology developments and SpS – Art. 3(5)
•

The industry expects that 5G networks facilitate the introduction of new SpS.
–

•

not many SpS have been launched since the regulation entered into force.

Stakeholders stated uncertainty about the future interpretation of Art. 3(5) by NRAs
–

how to satisfy conditions laid down in art. 3(5)? Are ISPs obliged to allocate dedicated resources for new SpS?
•

–

no need for prior authorisation of SpS before their development or commercial launch.
•

–

…and what about the benefits of dynamic allocation of network capacity?
…due to the presumed complexity of the ex post assessment

measuring network performance is a complex task as it depends on multiple factors
•
•

comparing performance over time requires statistical analysis
switching off all SpS to test the impact on IAS is hardly applicable in practice since some vertical services cannot be delayed.
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Conclusions (…for now, but stay tuned!)
•

Market players argue that a strict interpretation of the OI rules could prevent the
deployment of the huge potential of 5G in terms of tailored connectivity for consumers and
verticals (eMBB, URLLC, mMTC)

•

At now, policymakers seem to expect that the OI Regulation and the BEREC GL provide
enough room for the provisioning of differentiated connectivity services, including the
development of 5G use cases

•

Principle of technological neutrality laid down in the OI Regulation
–

the rules applies not exclusively to 5G technology but in general to services and applications
provided over mobile and fixed networks - although 5G “amplifies” the concept of tailored
connectivity thanks to NFV and SDN (SW network).

•

Waiting for the launch of the public consultation on the updated BEREC GL (next days).

•

In the light of the development of 5G networks and the launch of 5G commercial services,
NRAs have to face some regulatory challenges within the OI framework, which might
require a case-by-case analysis due to the expected large variety of 5G use cases, e.g.:
–

assessment of the impact of SpS on the general quality of IAS (dimensioning of network capacity?)

–

evaluation of the objective need for optimized delivery in the context of SpS

–

enterprise services using only some component of IAS (e.g. IoT applications)
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